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Early superheavy research was stimulated by advances in 
nuclear shell theory

• 1949—Maria Goeppert-Mayer with Wigner and Jensen develop a 
mathematical model for the structure of nuclear shells

• They predict Z=126 and N=184 to be the next spherical doubly magic 
nucleus (after Pb-208)

• 1966—Sobiczewski, Gareev, and Kalinkin use a more realistic potential to 
lower the magic proton number to 114

• This decrease brought the doubly magic nucleus to a region of higher 
beta stability and closer known nuclei, improving discovery potential

• Calculations also indicated possibility of very long half-lives

First published use of the term “superheavy nucleus” was by Wheeler in 1955
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Modern theories of nuclear structure also predict 
an “Island of Stability” for superheavy elements

• Nuclei with closed shells of neutrons and protons have stronger binding

• Heaviest stable isotope (Pb-208) has closed shells of both neutrons and protons

• Next spherical closed shells expected for nuclei with Z=114-126 and N=184

• Some theories suggest exceptionally long lifetimes in the vicinity of the predicted 
closed shell

• Enhanced stabilization also attributed to high level density in this region of 
heaviest nuclei

We are on a journey to explore the” Island of Stability” to 
discover atoms and nuclei beyond the known nuclear chart
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1960–70s:  First superheavy elements synthesized

• Accelerator experiments at LBNL 

and JINR extend the Periodic Table

to elements 104–106

• SHE generally defined as elements

with Z’s of 104 and above

• Stabilized by quantum effects 

that support high fission barriers 

despite strong coulomb forces

• Presumed to be chemical 

analogues of Hf, Ta, etc.

• Placed in the 7th row of the 

Periodic Table

1964:  First superheavy element (Z=104 rutherfordium) 
synthesized in Russia at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research

10Ne + 94Pu → 104Rf*  → 104Rf + n

Superheavy elements

Lanthanides

Actinides
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Advances in heavy ion accelerator facilities have been essential 
to progress in superheavy research

U400 
cyclotron 
(Dubna)

• U-300 and U-400 
cyclotrons at JINR 
(1957/1978)

• HILAC/SuperHILAC
at LBNL (1955)

• UNILAC at GSI (1969)

• RILAC at RIKEN (1980)

• Upgrades to these 
facilities and related 
beam separator and 
detector systems 
have supported  
continued progress in 
superheavy research

UNILAC
(Darmstadt)
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• Bombard a heavy target (Pb, Bi) 
with a heavy ion (Fe, Ni, etc.) 

• Cross sections decrease with 
increasing atomic number, 
making cold fusion increasingly 
challenging for higher Z

• 2004:  Cold fusion used at RIKEN 
to synthesize element 113

– Required 600 days of beam time

– This approach appeared 
impractical for Z’s above 113 
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1980s–1990s: Cold fusion experiments at GSI extend the 
periodic table to Z = 112
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• Hot fusion:  Bombarding actinides 
(Cm, Bk, Cf, etc.) with Ca-48 ions 
creates compound nuclei with 
excess neutrons that stabilize by 
neutron emission

• Cross sections increase, extending 
experimental reach to Z=118 

• Above Z=118, beams heavier than 
Ca-48 required, with corresponding
decreases in cross sections 

Hot fusion: 

actinide + Ca-48

2000s:  Hot fusion with actinide targets 
continues progress to Z=118  
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• >50 new isotopes

• >300 decay chains

• “Hot fusion” significantly increased 
production rates, enabling these discoveries

Yuri 
Oganessian

Hot fusion has yielded 5 new elements since 2000

Element
Flerovium

(114)
Moscovium

(115)
Livermorium

(116)
Tennessine

(117)
Oganesson

(118)

Year 
produced

2000 2004 2005 2010 2006

Target
244Pu 243Am 245,248Cm 249Bk 249Cf

Beam 48Ca 48Ca 48Ca 48Ca 48Ca

Nuclei
produced to 
date

82 113 37 22 5

ORNL actinides involved in all of these discoveries
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Key questions

• Where does the Periodic Table end?

• What is the limit of the number of protons and neutrons a 
nucleus can contain?

• Do superheavy elements have special nuclear and chemical 
properties?

• Does the predicted “Island of Stability” exist? 
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209Bi + 70Zn

RIKEN (Tokyo)

1.4 ms

243Am + 48Ca

237Np + 48Ca

249Bk + 
48Ca

JINR, LLNL, ORNL, Vanderbilt, UTK

0.07 s 0.5 s 10 s0.1 s

278

113

282

113
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288

115

287

115

290

115

294

117

Half-life

Adding 8 
neutrons 

increases lifetime 
by ~7,000

Data from elements 113-118 consistently suggest 
we are at the shore of the “Island of StabiIity”

Isotopes of element 113 demonstrate increased stability with increasing neutron number
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Actinide materials have transformed the periodic table

• 19 new elements beyond uranium since 1940

• 8 new superheavy elements since 1964

• The 5 most recent superheavy element discoveries depended on the use 
of heavy actinide targets with Ca-48 beams

– Cm-245 and Cm-248 for elements 116 and 114 (livermorium and flerovium)

– Bk-249 for elements 117 and 115 (tennessine and moscovium)

– Cf-249 for element 118 (oganesson)

• Ongoing/planned new element searches for Z=119 and 120 
also dependent on heavy actinide targets

Actinide targets are enabling exploration of the “Island of Stability” 
including the discovery of new superheavy elements
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Why actinide targets

• Highest Z 

– Closer in Z to the element being synthesized

– Asymmetric reactions favor compound nucleus formation 
(lower Z1Z2 product means lower coulomb forces) 

• Highest N

– Enhance stability of compound nuclei (fission barrier higher)

– Excitation energy reduced by emission of neutrons

• Ca-48 projectiles can be used with actinide targets to produce 
superheavy nuclei with large numbers of excess neutrons

– Bk-249 target for element 117, Cf-249 for element 118

– Cf-249 (or mixed Cf) heaviest actinide available in sufficient quantities for superheavy
element synthesis, making Z=118 the upper limit of Ca-48 + actinide reactions    
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Key actinides for advancing SHE research

249Bk

Spectroscopy of 
odd-Z nuclei

Search for Z=119 
using Ti-50 beams

Requires 
production at 

HFIR/REDC 
(T1/2=327 d)

251Cf

Heavy isotopes of 
Z=118 using 

Ca-48 beams

Search for Z=120 
using Ti-50 beams

Search for Z=122 
(Cr-54) and Z=124 

(Fe-58/60)

Available only as 
mixed isotope
(35% Cf-251) 

239,240,244Pu

Connect hot 
fusion island to 

nuclear mainland

Compare Ca-48 
and Ti-50 reaction 

mechanisms

248Cm

Heavy isotopes of 
Z=118 using 
Ti-50 beams

Potential path to 
Z=119 (V-51) and 

Z=120 (Cr-54)

22 mg of ultrapure Bk-249 
produced at ORNL for the 
discovery of element 117  
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• Using currently available target 
materials, 48Ca beams cannot 
reach beyond element 118, Og

• 50Ti beams on Bk and Cf targets 
can reach Z=119 and 120

• Beyond Z=120 heavier targets (Es) 
or beams (51V,54Cr) will be needed

• Estimated cross sections decrease 
an order of magnitude from 48Ca 
to 50Ti 

• Larger targets using increased 
amounts of heavy actinide target 
materials will be required for these 
efforts (248Cm, 249Bk, mixed Cf)

Synthesis of new elements is dependent on increased 
availability of heavy actinides
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G. Adamian, N. Antonenko, A. Bezbakh, and R. Jolos, 

Physics of Particles and Nuclei, Vol. 47, No. 3, pp. 387–455 (2016)
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Progress in SHE research is critically dependent on 
actinide targets

• All actinides heavier than U produced in nuclear reactors

• Tens of milligrams are required for targets for new element synthesis

• Requires very high flux reactors and large-scale radiochemical facilities
– High Flux Isotope Reactor and Radiochemical Engineering Development Center at ORNL

– SM-3 Reactor at Dmitrovgrad

ORNL’s research reactor and 
radiochemical processing complex

ORNL’s 
HIFR/REDC 
complex in
1966 and 
today
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REDC prepares targets for irradiation in HFIR 
and chemically separates and purifies the products

ORNL’s Radiochemical Engineering Development Center 

(REDC) is essential to actinide production at HFIR

• Heavily shielded hot cells for 
radiation control and alpha 
containment

• Shielded caves for radiochemical
processing and R&D

• Glove box labs for final product 
purification and R&D

• Radiochemical labs for sample 
preparation and analysis

• Cold labs for chemical make up, 
cold testing, and target fabrication
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In 2019, DOE asked its Basic Energy Sciences Advisory Committee 
to evaluate future options for HFIR

• The significant risk of HFIR failure will be removed

• Increased capability for both in-reactor (isotope production, materials testing, etc.) 
and beamline (neutron scattering) work 

• Modified fuel assembly (more manufacturable, less expensive) including
conversion to LEU operations

• Increase operating power to original design level (100 MW) with corresponding 
20% increase in neutron flux

REPORT OF THE BASIC ENERGY SCIENCES ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE SCIENTIFIC JUSTIFICATION 
FOR A U.S. DOMESTIC HIGH-PERFORMANCE REACTOR-BASED RESEARCH FACILITY
US Department of Energy/Office of Science/July 2020
https://science.energy.gov/bes/community-resources/reports/ DOI: 10.2172/1647598 

Recommendation:  Replace the HFIR pressure vessel with other upgrades 
to ensure the availability of HFIR through the end of the Century
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HFIR was designed to accommodate 
pressure vessel replacement

Initial installation of HFIR 
pressure vessel

• Convenient building access 
with installed crane

• Minimal number of connections

• Old vessel can be disconnected 
and sectioned under water 
with interim storage in existing 
HFIR pool

• ILL vessel was replaced in 1995

• A new pressure vessel would 
support HFIR operation through 
the end of the Century

Vessel top head

Reactor vessel supports
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Using Cm-248 targets for synthesis of element 119

• V-51 beam required to reach Z=119 with a Cm target

• Estimated cross section ~10 fb, Cm-248 + V-51

– Cross section extrapolated from Adamian et al. (2016) 

• Can be reached in about a year with a 1 particle microamp beam

– Faster at higher beam currents

• Element 120 could be reached with a Cr-54 beam

– Estimated cross section ~1-5 fb

– Beam currents of several particle microamps required for one event/year

• High isotopic purity Cm-248 can recovered in ~10 mg quantities from 
products of Cf-252 production 
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Using Cf targets for synthesis of element 120

• Ti-50 beam required to reach Z=120 with a Cf target

• Estimated cross sections1

~20 fb (Cf-249 + Ti-50) 
~30 fb (Cf-251 + Ti-50)

• Estimated half-lives (3n channel)2

~5 microseconds for 298(120) [Cf-251, 3n]
~1 microsecond for 296(120) [Cf-249, 3n]

• Prospects

– Cf-251 path results in 297/298(120) isotopes with longer half lives

– Cf-251 only available as a mixture of Cf isotopes, reducing cross section to ~10 fb due 
to relative abundance of Cf-251

– Actinide separator would make high enrichment Cf-251 available (and provide a path 
to increasing Cm-248 supplies)

– 10 fb can be reached in about a year with a one particle-microamp Ti-50 beam

1Adamian et al. (2016)
2Extrapolated from Moller et al. (1997) and Parkhomenko and Sobiczewski (2005)
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304122

300120

• Ratio of α/SF rates favorable for 
308(124) →…→ 296(118) decays

• Cross section scales with BF – Bn  

(Bn relatively small for the 
N=185 (184+1)nucleus)

• Estimates (femtobarns?) critically dependent 
on models, likely will require 1020 or 1021

beam dose (or higher!)  

251Cf (Z=98) + 58Fe (Z=26) → 309(124)185

251Cf (Z=98) + 50Ti  (Z=22)  → 301(120)181

251Cf (Z=98) + 54Cr (Z=24) → 305(122)183

N=184A possible cold fusion path 
to N=184 using Cf-251

Krzysztof Rykaczewski et al., Nobel Symposium 160 (2016)
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• Theoretical estimates suggest that hot fusion cross sections decrease by 
about an order of magnitude going from the 3n to 2n channel

• With increased production rates coming on line at Dubna and RIKEN, 
the 2n channel provides a promising path to add an additional neutron 
to superheavy elements

– Contributes to the understanding of shell effects and properties of the hot 
fusion island

Accessing the 2n channel (higher N)

K. Siwek-Wilczynska, T. Cap, M. Kowal, A. Sobiczewski, and J. Wilczynski, Phys. Rev. C 86, 014611 (2012)
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Progress is also dependent on new and upgraded 
accelerators that can deliver higher beam currents 

• Cross sections for elements beyond Z=118 (as well as for proposed p,xn
experiments) are approaching 10 fb and below

• Experiments will require beam doses ~1020 ions/cm2 or higher

• Reaching these doses in a reasonable time will require higher beam 
currents leading to higher damage rates and beam heating

– Up to 3 particle microamps and more

– New target technology may be needed

• These higher currents are becoming 
available at the Superheavy Element 
Factory (Russia) and upgraded RIKEN 
(Japan) 

Superheavy Element Factory at Dubna
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Superheavy element research opportunities using 
actinide targets and heavy ion beams

• New elements 119 and 120

• New heaviest isotopes of Og, Ts, Lv

• Potential “cold fusion” path to N=184

• Possible p,n,EC path to N=180 Fl
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248Cm + 48Ca  
(p,n,EC)  
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Actinide targets and new/upgraded facilities  

Enabling continued progress in SHE research

• Heavy isotopes of oganesson

– A=295,296 isotopes of element 118 
would be heaviest nuclei to date

– Mixed 249-251Cf + 48Ca at Dubna

• New elements 119 and 120

– New/upgraded facilities 
compensate for expected cross 
section reductions

– 249Bk, 249-251Cf + 50Ti (Dubna)

– 248Cm + 51V,54Cr (RIKEN)

• Exploring the Island

– New/upgraded facilities 

– Actinide materials 
essential

– New physics and
chemistry

DC-280 cyclotron (Superheavy Element Factory) 

HFIR/REDC at ORNLGARIS at RIKEN
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Summary and conclusions

• Superheavy elements offer unique research 
opportunities using previously unknown nuclei

• Extreme numbers of protons, neutrons, and 
electrons may lead to interesting new properties

• Expected longer lifetimes at the “Island of Stability” 
will enable chemistry and materials science of 
these new elements

• Continued progress depends on availability of 
actinide target  materials and new accelerator 
facilities

• International cooperation has been essential to 
SHE research

Fuel changeout at HFIR
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